DID YOU KNOW?

ROSEMOUNT
POLICE
DEPARTMENT
In partnership with the community, the Rosemount Police
Department assists and educates the public, resolves
problems, prevents crimes, and enforces laws. We pursue
our mission and serve with honor, integrity, and courage.
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PICTURED BELOW IS A
HANDSTICHED POLICE
PATCH THAT DATES
BACK TO THE EARLY
1960'S.

POLICE CONTACTS
JUNE 21 - JUNE 27
2021

STORY OF THE WEEK
STOP DRUNK DRIVING!!!
Hey Rosemount! This week we have been very busy putting drunk drivers behind bars...
Please remember that driving drunk is a hazard for everyone on the road, not just yourself.
24,862 motorists were arrested for DWIs, an average of 68 DWIs per day in MN in 2017.
(dps.mn.gov) There is no excuse for drunk driving! Call for a ride! Order an Uber! Or just
don't drink and drive... Here are just some of the DWI arrests this week!

A 30-year-old male provided a breath sample of .12 and was arrested for 4th degree DWI. The
traffic stop was the result of him speeding.
A 42-year-old female provided a breath sample of .20. She was charged with a 3rd-degree gross
misdemeanor DWI.
A 30-year-old male provided a breath sample of .13 and was arrested for 4th degree DWI. The
reason for the traffic stop was dark tint, driving 10mph below the speed limit, and failing to stop
at a stop sign fully. The driver admitted to having a loaded pistol in the middle console of his
vehicle. He did have a permit to carry. His citation will include the violation of carrying a pistol
while under the influence of alcohol.
Officers responded to a two-vehicle accident near CR42 and Shannon Parkway. One of the
drivers, a 57-year-old male, appeared to be intoxicated. He provided a breath sample of .31 and
was arrested for 2nd degree DWI. There were no injuries in the accident.
A 43-year-old female was arrested for 4th deg DWI. She provided a breath sample of .14.

WEEKLY SNAPSHOT
ROAD RAGE AT CUB FOODS
A small case of road rage in the Cub
Foods parking lot. Two vehicles were
on their way out of the parking lot when
the driver of the front vehicle got out of
his car and began yelling at the back
vehicle driver. An argument ensued.
The front driver went back to his car
and retrieved a marker. He went to the
rear vehicle, scribbled on the
windshield, and then got back into his
vehicle and drove away.
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TEENS SNEAK INTO HOME THROUGH WINDOW
Officers were dispatched to a call
after somebody saw teenage girls
sneaking into the windows at a
neighbor’s house. Officers spoke to
the individual staying at the home
and were advised that he was only
supposed to have two friends over
but snuck 7 or 8 female friends into
the house against his dad’s rules.
All were cooperative, and the
teenage girls left the home.

ROOFING CONTRACTOR UNDER WATCH

MALE THREW CHAIR AT WALL

There have been three separate reports
of a roofing contractor that inspects a
homeowner’s roof, and the homeowners
believe he is damaging the roof
intentionally while inspecting it. Officers
have investigated each report and have
not found enough evidence to support
any criminal activity. Each homeowner
is entitled to bring a civil action against
the roofing contractor

Hang-up turned into an assault in
progress when a male suspect left
before the female calling 911. Officers
searched the area but had no suspect
information and were told that the male
left in a red/orange truck. Officers
responded to the home and learned that
the suspect was a friend of the victim
and were provided with limited info.
Through further investigation, officers
were able to determine the male
suspect’s identity and address of
Brooklyn Park, but he could not be
located. He reportedly shoved the
female into a desk and threw a chair at
the wall. A citation was issued for 5thdegree assault and 4th-degree damage
to property. An alert was sent to area
agencies to be on the lookout for him.

THREATENING MESSAGES
A female reported that her ex-boyfriend
was sending her threatening messages
and was on his way over to her
residence. Officers reviewed the
messages and found no direct threats.
However, the female was provided with
various resources and information and
advised on obtaining a restraining order.
Officers later spoke with the male party
involved, and he was advised to limit his
messaging and calling.
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TRAFFIC STOP LEADS TO ARREST

TRAFFIC STOP LEADS TO ARREST

Officers conducted a traffic stop for an
equipment violation. The driver had two
active warrants: one out of Pine County
for Possession of Dangerous Drugs and
one out of Washington County for
misdemeanor theft by swindle. He was
arrested on his warrants. The driver also
did not have a valid driver’s license, so
the vehicle was towed. During an
inventory of the vehicle, a large amount
of suspected stolen property was
located. The case is under investigation.

While on a traffic stop at County Road
42 and Shannon Parkway, an officer
noted that the driver displayed signs of
impairment. After conducting field
sobriety tests, the driver was deemed to
not be under the influence, but officers
located felony-level controlled
substances and needles in his vehicle.
The driver was arrested.

STOLEN GUN
Report of a gun stolen from a vehicle
located on the 139XX block of Dander
Court.

BROKEN POT LEADS TO DOMESTIC
Officers were dispatched to a report of a
domestic between a male and his
girlfriend’s son. The issue apparently
began when a pan was broken after
being thrown into a sink. This led to a
verbal altercation, and one of the parties
took a PlayStation outside and
threatened to run it over. Officers
arrived and mediated the situation and
provided the family with tactics to avoid
a situation like this in the future

HUSBAND DESTROYS HOME
Officer assisted a woman with retrieving
her property from her house. Once
inside the home, it was found that her
husband had damaged the house:
appliances, furniture, walls, and TVs
were destroyed. The husband also has a
felony DOC warrant for his arrest.

OFFICERS HELP FEMALE WITH DEMENTIA
Officers received a driving complaint on
a vehicle traveling eastbound in the
westbound lanes of Co Hwy 42 near
DCTC. Officers were unable to locate the
vehicle. 12 minutes later, another driving
complaint SB on Rich Valley Blvd
heading towards Rosemount wall called
in. Officers located the vehicle at Blaine
Ave/140th St E and found an elderly
female with a dementia episode. Officers
located a phone number for the son-inlaw who lives in Rosemount and
contacted him to bring his wife
(daughter of female w/ dementia) to the
scene. Officers brought the daughter to
the location, and she took control of the
vehicle. Everyone went home safe!

PLEASE WAIT YOUR TURN...
A vehicle was slowing to turn into a
local park. The car behind was too
impatient to wait, passed on the right
side. They ended up side-swiping the
first car when they took a right turn into
the park. The impatient driver didn’t see
the other car’s blinker.

